2.
alde-road, fest drivera being those willing to accept relatively ahort main-road gaps for merge or crossing, "slow drivers (e.g. possibly buses and trucks) requiring somewhat more time.
Finally, our numerical procedure allows the study of natural approximations to the queueing processes that arise in this, and other, contexts. We give an example of one such approximatioi that is related to diffusion theory and the "heavy traffic" approximations of J.F.C.
Kingman. It seems sensible to attempt to find plausible and comprehensible approximations for the queueing processes arising in traffic, as in other areas of applied probability. Numerical methods provide one means of discovering and evaluating such approximations, and of uncovering important differences in the various models that have been proposed.
THE MODEL
Our basic model has been introduced in an earlier paper [6] , We shall assume that main road traffic is a stationary Poisson process with rate v and that main road vehicles can be considered to be points.
Side-road or merging traffic is likewise Poiaaon with rate X. There are two types of side-road drivers: Type I will be called, for want of a better term "fast" and Type 2 will be called "slow", although other adjectives may be more meaningful) the restriction to two types is easily lifted. The probability that fast and slow drivers appear at the merger of the roads in any order is that of a sequence of Bernoulli trials: the probability of a Type 1 being p,, and of a Type 2 being p , The reasons for distinguishing between the two driver types is that each type
3.
has a distinct gap acceptance mechanism; typically a fast driver will accept or merge Into a shorter main road gap than will a slow driver, so, conditional upon the driver type, his gap acceptance probability function will be given and he will behave In accordance with It. Putting this another way, a side road driver experiences Interrupted service: he compares his 
GAP ACCEPTANCE AND COMPLETION TIMES
Our aim Is to give numerical results for the model, so we have assumed a specific gap acceptance probability function for both "fast" and "slow" drivers. The probability density of the critical gap for a driver of Type 1 (i=l(fast), =ll(slow)) is gamma: t k. 
where N denotes the number of too-short main road gaps; clearly
It then follows easily from the apparent independence that
The Laplace transform of the completion time of a random driver attempting to merge la
6.
<p!(v) denotes the first derivative of cp. at v. Now the long-run expected waiting time for a side-road driver to enter can be obtained under our assumptions by using C as the service time in the classical formula:
t->oo provided p = XE[C] < 1; here W(t) denotes waiting time at an irstant t time units from process initiation.
The expression (10) is limited to assessing expected waits "a long time" after the process begins, and then only when p < 1. Thus it is of no direct use for predicting delays at any specific short time after some initial instant -at which conditions, e.g. v or \, changed, as at the onset of rush hour -or when the merging capacity Is saturated, i.e.
when p > 1. In order to exhibit the manner in which expected waiting time depends upon elapsed time, t, and also upon the initial state cf the process, one way to proceed is to numerically invert the Laplace transform of the exacted waiting time. Specifically, letting N(t) denote the number of cars queued at the side road at time t, we invert oo
a formula for which may be derived from general queuelng theory. 'Dais formula is presented in [TL where a method of numerical transform inversion is also developed. The methods of [7] have been applied to several specific cases to obtain the numbers in the following 
9.
Although Table 1 mi ■ trr
